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Abstract—In many applications of sensor networks, the sink needs to keep track of the history of sensed data of a monitored region
for scientific analysis or supporting historical queries. We call these historical data a time series of value distributions or snapshots.
Obviously, to build the time series snapshots by requiring all of the sensors to transmit their data to the sink periodically is not energy
efficient. In this paper, we introduce the idea of gradient boundary and propose the Gradient Boundary Detection (GBD) algorithm to
construct these time series snapshots of a monitored region. In GBD, a monitored region is partitioned into a set of subregions and all
sensed data in one subregion are within a predefined value range, namely, the gradient interval. Sensors located on the boundaries of
the subregions are required to transmit the data to the sink and, then, the sink recovers all subregions to construct snapshots of the
monitored area. In this process, only the boundary sensors transmit their data and, therefore, energy consumption is greatly reduced.
The simulation results show that GBD is able to build snapshots with a comparable accuracy and has up to 40 percent energy savings
compared with the existing approaches for large gradient intervals.
Index Terms—Wireless sensor networks, query processing, planar graph.
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INTRODUCTION

D

to recent advances in computing and wireless
communication technologies, wireless sensors are
available to measure real-world phenomena. A large
number of sensors are densely deployed in a specific region
to form a wireless sensor network. These sensor networks
are designed for monitoring environment and supporting
user queries. In many real applications [1], [2], [3], [4], users
are interested in analyzing the changes of value distributions, called snapshots, of the monitored geographic region
over time. Fig. 1 shows an example of a snapshot.
From a temporal point of view, queries over a sensor
network can be categorized into real-time query and historical
query. The response of a real-time query is solely dependent
on the current data of the monitored region and the
responses are required to be real time. One example of a
real-time query is “find the location with the highest
temperature in the monitored area now.” Many existing
approaches are designed to support such real-time queries
[2], [3], [7], especially for target tracing [8], [9], [12], [17],
[18]. On the other hand, the response of a historical query
relies on historical data. Historical queries are useful in
many environment-monitoring applications such as monitoring Yosemite National Park [4]. In the Yosemite National
UE
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Park project, a typical historical query is “find the average
temperature in a certain region for each year from 1992 to 1999.”
To support this type of query, the sink maintains time series
snapshots with a tolerable error for a monitored region.
Usually, sensors are battery powered with a limited energy
resource and batteries are nonreplicable in many situations
[2], [3], [12]. Therefore, energy efficiency is an important
goal for constructing time series snapshots. Obviously,
periodically transmitting data from all sensors to the sink is
not energy efficient. Although many query processing
approaches proposed in the literature [7], [9], [11], [12],
[13], [14], [15], [16] can be extended to build time series
snapshots, as their primary concerns are on processing realtime queries, they cannot address historical queries well.
In this paper, we propose the Gradient Boundary Detection
(GBD) algorithm to build time series snapshots for a
monitored region. The GBD algorithm depends on the
concept of gradient boundary (GB) as follows. In real
applications such as temperature monitoring, there exists
a high similarity of the temperature values in the vicinity, as
demonstrated in Fig. 1.
In Fig. 1, the monitored region is partitioned into a set of
subregions, and the value distribution in each subregion is
limited by a predefined range of temperature. To find a
snapshot at a given time for the region, a solution is to
obtain the readings from sensors located close to the
boundaries of all subregions. In this way, sensors that are
not located at the vicinity of the boundaries do not transmit
their data to the sink, resulting in reduced energy
consumption. Based on this idea, we propose the GBD
algorithm to support snapshot construction. The major
contributions of this work are listed as follows:
.

We introduce the concept of virtual surrounding face
(VSF), which is used to approximate the boundaries
of partitioned subregions.
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Fig. 1. Temperature value distribution of permafrost in Canada. Even
though the temperature value distributed here is scaled over Canada, it
still reflects the realistic situation for smaller areas.

We propose the GBD algorithm to construct snapshots with low transmission cost.
. We compare the performance of the proposed
algorithm with the existing approaches and show
that GBD is superior to the existing approaches.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We review
the related work in Section 2 and identify the problems in
the existing approaches. A few terms and the idea of the
work are given in Section 3. We present the GBD algorithm
in Section 4. The simulation methodology is introduced in
Section 5, and the performance of GBD is evaluated in
Section 6. Finally, we conclude this work in Section 7.
.

2

RELATED WORK

A number of research results have been published on
collecting data from sensor networks for energy-efficient
query processing [2], [3], [9], [11], [16]. However, most of
them focus on supporting real-time queries, and only a few
of them aim at building time series snapshots for historical
queries. In addition, location detection techniques play an
important role for query processing in sensor networks. In
this section, we review those approaches as follows:
Directed Diffusion (DD) [2] is a well-known approach to
support event-based real-time queries. In such a query, a
sensor reports data only if it detects occurrences of some
specified events. Extending DD to support historical queries
leads to all sensors joining the data collection process and it
is therefore not suitable for building time series snapshots.
VigilNet [12] implements an integrated system with a focus
on tracking mobile targets. Similar to DD, VigilNet is
designed to handle event-based real-time queries and is not
suitable for historical queries. LEACH [16] is a scalable
adaptive clustering protocol in which nodes in the vicinity
are organized into clusters. Sensors in a cluster communicate with the cluster header (CH), which directly
transmits the processed data to the sink. Even though
LEACH can be extended for collecting snapshots of a
monitored region, it is not energy efficient due to the longdistance transmissions from sensors to CHs and from CHs
to the sink. In general, energy consumption for transmission
is a quadratic or hyperquadratic function of a transmission
distance [27]. The long-distance transmissions involved in
LEACH consume a much larger amount of energy than
normal multihop transmissions in sensor networks [27].
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Madden et al. [3] propose the Tiny Aggregation Service
(TAG) to reduce the energy cost of processing aggregative
real-time queries (for example, Sum, Average, Max, Min, and
so forth) by using in-network aggregation. Some other work
based on TAG supports aggregative queries, such as
Cougar [13] and TinA [14]. Cougar not only processes
real-time queries by partial data aggregation, but also
reduces packet payload by merging data packets. TinA
utilizes the temporal coherence among data collected from
the same sensor to reduce the number of transmissions.
However, these approaches have two major drawbacks
when they are extended to support historical queries. First,
these approaches are proposed to handle aggregative
queries such that data are aggregated during the collection
phase. If we use these aggregated data to build the
snapshots at the sink, it will result in a large mean error
compared with the actual value distribution of the monitored region. Second, in the data collection phase, these
approaches have no knowledge about the incoming historical queries; thus, it is difficult to decide which aggregation
operators to use. For example, if the operators Average,
Max, and Min are chosen to collect data, it cannot answer an
incoming historical query: Find all subregions in which the
temperature value is between 20 C and 25 C. To overcome
these two drawbacks, these approaches have to transmit all
of the sensed data back to the sink without any aggregation,
resulting in a high transmission cost.
Recently, Kotidis proposed a Data Cluster (DC) approach [11] with a focus on supporting aggregative queries.
In DC, a set of nodes is voted as representative nodes based
on the value distribution of their neighbor nodes. Then, the
representative nodes answer queries on behalf of other
nodes. The DC approach can be easily extended to construct
snapshots of monitored regions, but with the disadvantage
of high cluster construction and maintenance cost.
To obtain time series snapshots of a monitored region, all
sensors participating in a query process should know their
geographic locations. For outdoor applications, the existing
location detection techniques can be classified into two
types: Global Positioning System (GPS)-based and GPS-free
techniques. The former uses the GPS [21], [22] and can
determine locations within a few meters. On the other hand,
in GPS-free techniques [23], [24], [25], [26], a small number
of master nodes are selected which know their locations
precisely. To determine the locations of other nodes, each
node with an unknown location broadcasts a message to its
neighbors. The master nodes measure the received signal
strength from the message initiator and compute the
location based on the measurements. In either way, sensor
nodes know their location with high accuracy.

3

OVERVIEW

OF

GBD ALGORITHM

In this section, we demonstrate the environment model,
introduce the basic idea of the GBD algorithm, define
related terminology, and present the idea of VSF, which is a
major part of GBD.

3.1 GBD Algorithm
We consider the snapshot construction problem to support
historical queries in environment monitoring. Fig. 2 shows an
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Fig. 2. (a) Value distribution of the monitored region. (b) Densely
deployed sensors in the region.

example of the value distribution of a monitored region. This
environment model is realistic for many applications such as
temperature, humidity, and pressure monitoring [3], [4]. In
Fig. 2a, the monitored region is divided into three subregions,
R1 , R2 , and R3 . The temperature values of all points in R1 , R2 ,
and R3 are in the ranges 22-24 C, 20-22 C, and 18-20 C,
respectively. The dotted (dashed) curves denote the boundaries between two adjacent subregions. To obtain time series
snapshots, sensors are evenly deployed in the region (Fig. 2b).
The sensors sense the environment periodically and send
data to the sink. The sink uses the received data to recover the
snapshot of the region.
Obviously, letting all sensors transmit their data to the sink
is not energy efficient. This is because values distributed in
the vicinity of any location in the monitored region are highly
correlated. One sensed value for a location can be used to
recover the value distribution in the vicinity of the location.
One energy efficient solution is to ask sensors close to the
boundaries of the subregions to transmit their data to the sink,
and the sink uses these data to recover the boundaries. In this
way, sensors far away from the boundaries do not need to
send their data to the sink, thus saving energy associated with
these transmissions. The GBD algorithm realizes this goal,
and an example of GBD is shown in Fig. 2b. In Fig. 2b, to detect
the boundary of R1 , sensors close to the boundary of R1 form a
chain that is an approximation of the boundary. In GBD, a
sensor, namely, node u, is selected to send two messages
traversing the chain in two directions: clockwise and counterclockwise. The traversing messages collect the sensed values
of the sensors along the chain and the two messages reach a
node v. Then, v forwards the messages to the sink. Finally, the
sink can find a boundary of R1 by using the received data.
Similar steps can be used to obtain other boundaries. In this
way, GBD can obtain an approximated snapshot of a
monitored region at any given time. In the rest of this section,
we define terminology and describe how to use the idea of the
VSF to approximate the boundaries of subregions.

Fig. 3. Partitions for a monitored region with different gradient levels.
(a) Grid representation of three levels of gradients. (b) Partition with five
levels of gradients.

3.2 Environmental Model
Before we discuss the GBD algorithm, we state the
environment model. In the rest of the paper, we use
temperature monitoring as an example to state the GBD
algorithm.
Grid representation of a snapshot. For a realistic
monitored region, the snapshot can be represented by a
temperature value distribution over a two-denominational
real plane in which each point is associated with a
temperature value. However, it is difficult to maintain
values for all points in the real plane since there are an
infinite number of points. Instead, we partition the
monitored region into a grid structure with integer
resolution and maintain a temperature value for each cell
in the grid structure. For simplicity, we construct snapshots
for a square region, which is represented by a w  w grid.
Each cell in the grid is associated to a temperature value.
The value distribution in the grid representation is an
approximation of the real value distribution in the real
plane. The larger the value of w is, the higher the accuracy
that can be achieved by using the grid structure comparing
with the value distribution in the real plane. An example of
a grid structure is shown in Fig. 3a.
GB and gradient region. By using the grid representation, each snapshot of a w  w grid can be stored in a
2D array grid½w½w, where grid½i½j maintains the temperature value at the cell in the ith row and jth column, where
1  i  w and 1  j  w. Each cell, except the ones on the
edge of the grid, has four neighbors (up, down, left, and
right). To capture the snapshot of a monitored region at a
given time, the temperature distribution is subdivided into
m levels of gradients : GDm ¼ f½Tk ; Tkþ1 Þj1  k  mg, where
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T1 < T2 < . . . < Tmþ1 are temperature values and ½Tk ; Tkþ1 Þ
is a temperature range.
With a given GDm for a w  w grid, the kth gradient region,
Rk , is defined as a subregion containing all cells in the grid
with their temperature values in the range ½Tk ; Tkþ1 Þ. The
boundary of Rk is defined as a set of cells that belong to Rk and
each cell has at least one neighbor in a gradient region other
than Rk . The boundary of Rk is called a GB, denoted by Bk . As
shown in Fig. 3a, the monitored region is partitioned into
three gradient regions R1 (dark gray region), R2 (light gray
region), and R3 (the rest of the monitored region) by three
levels of gradients, GD3 ¼ fð18; 20Þ; ð20; 22Þ; ð22; 24Þg. A
gradient region may not be enclosed by one connected
boundary.
Performance metrics of a snapshot. In this paper, we focus
on constructing snapshots and detecting the boundaries of
gradient regions. To support historical queries, GBD divides
the system time into time intervals and the sink collects a
snapshot during each interval. Historical queries are answered by using the snapshots. To obtain a more accurate
snapshot of the monitored region, more levels of gradients
can be used. As shown in Fig. 3b, five levels of gradients are
used, resulting in five regions, denoted by R1 to R5 .
Let gridT ½w½w denote the actual value distribution of a
region with the grid representation and let gridR ½w½w
denote the recovered value distribution (snapshot) by using
a detection technique. Two application-dependent metrics
are used to measure the accuracy of a snapshot: Mean
Absolute Error ðMERR Þ and Boundary Error ðBERR Þ.
For a given region with a w  w grid, MERR is defined as
the mean value of differences between actual value
distribution and the recovered value distribution. The
formal definition is given in (1) as follows:
!,
w X
w
X
jgridT ½i½j  gridR ½i½jj
w2 : ð1Þ
MERR ¼
i¼1 j¼1

For a monitored region with a w  w grid representation
and GDm ¼ f½Tk ; Tkþ1 Þj1  k  m  1g, we define @ðx; yÞ as
a testing function as follows:
@ði; jÞ ¼

1 9k : ðgridT ½i½j 2 ½Tk ; Tkþ1 ÞÞ ^ ðgridR ½i½j 2 ½Tk ; Tkþ1 ÞÞ;
0 otherwise:
Then, BERR is defined in (2) as follows:
Xw Xw
@ði; jÞ=w2 :
BERR ¼ 1 
i¼1
j¼1

ð2Þ

@ðx; yÞ is used to determine if the actual value and the
recovered value of a given cell belong to the same gradient
region. Denominator w2 denotes the total cells (area) of a
region in the grid representation. The numerator denotes
the total number of cells whose actual value and recovered
value belong to the same gradient region. Hence, BERR
denotes the percentage of the areas of incorrectly recovered
gradient regions over the total area.
The MERR is used by the mean-error sensitive queries
such as “get the average temperature in a subarea.” However,
some applications disregard MERR , but desire to have a
small BERR such as a query in Fig. 1: “find the subregions in
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Fig. 4. Face partition and face boundary traversal.

which temperature is in the range between 4:5 C and 6:5 C.” For
such applications, the value distribution inside a gradient
region is not of interest, whereas BERR has a greater impact
on the accuracy of the query response.

3.3 Face Traversal
As illustrated in Fig. 2, the GBD algorithm recovers the
snapshot by traversing the chains close to the gradient
boundaries. GBD uses face traversal to realize this goal.
Some preliminary terms and a network model related to
face traversal are discussed in this section.
Unit disk graph (UDG). UDGs are accepted models of
sensor networks in which all nodes have an identical
transmission range rs [2], [3], [5], [6]. Let V denote a set of
nodes in a sensor network. We define UDGðV Þ as a UDG in
which an edge euv between nodes u and v exists if and only if
the euclidean distance between u and v is no longer than rs .
For an edge euv 2 UDGðV Þ, u and v are called UDG neighbors.
Planar graph and Gabriel graph (GG). Face traversing
plays an important role in GBD and can only be applied on
a planar graph. A graph is called planar if the graph has no
two edges crossing one another. To planarize a UDGðV Þ, a
deduced subgraph of UDGðV Þ, called GG, is employed. The
GG on UDGðV Þ is defined as a graph GGðV Þ so that, for
each edge euv 2 UDGðV Þ, euv 2 GGðV Þ if and only if the
circle with euv as a diameter does not contain any other
nodes. For an edge euv 2 GGðV Þ, nodes u and v are called
Gabriel neighbors. A localized algorithm to find GGðV Þ has
been presented in [6]. For each node u, let NUDG ðuÞ and
NGG ðuÞ denote the sets of UDG and Gabriel neighbors of u,
respectively.
Faces in a planar graph. The edges in a planar graph
partition the network region into a set of faces [5], [6]. A face
in a planar graph is a continuous subarea bounded by one
or more close sequences of edges. For example, in Fig. 4, the
network region is partitioned into four faces, F1 , F2 (dark
gray region), F3 (light gray region), and F4 , where F4 is the
unbounded region outside the border of a network graph.
Note that face F3 is bounded by two sequences of edges:
u ! u1 ! u2 ! . . . ! u10 ! u11 ! u12 ! u11 ! u10 ! u13
! y ! z ! u; and v1 ! v2 ! v3 ! v4 ! v1 :
Face traversal. A face in a planar graph can be traversed by
employing the Right-Hand Rule (R-Rule) or the Left-Hand Rule
(L-Rule) [5], [6], or both. In the R-Rule, a person explores a face
by keeping her right hand on the walls (edges) and she will
eventually visit all edges on the face. In the L-Rule, a person
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faces are merged into one face with a larger area. Consider the
GG shown in Fig. 5a in which face F1 is bounded by the edge
sequence u ! v ! w ! x ! y ! z ! u and face F2 is
bounded by the edge sequence
y ! z ! z1 ! z2 ! z3 ! z4 ! y:
If the crossing edge eyz , which is shared by F1 and F2 , is
ignored, then F1 and F2 are merged into one face bounded
by an edge sequence:
u ! v ! w ! x ! y ! z4 ! z3 ! z2 ! z1 ! z ! u:

Fig. 5. Illustration of VSF. (a) Crossing edges (dotted lines) of GB B1 and
(b) VSF F1 for GB B1 .

explores a face by using her left hand. We use Fig. 4 as an
example to illustrate face traversing. Starting from u, to
traverse F1 by R-Rule, u sends a traversing message to v in the
form of travðsource; ½ðdest; ruleÞ; . . .Þ, where the source is the
message sender, dest is the recipient, rule is R-Rule or L-Rule,
and ½. . . means that there may be many ðdest; ruleÞ pairs. For
node u, the message is travðu; ðv; RightÞÞ. When v receives the
message, it sends travðv; ðw; RightÞÞ to w. Repeating the step
by all nodes receiving the message, F1 is traversed counterclockwise. Similarly, u can use travðu; ðz; LeftÞÞ to traverse F1
clockwise.

3.4 VSF of GB
As illustrated in Fig. 2b, the major purpose of the GBD
algorithm is to find chains of sensors to approximate the
gradient boundaries. GBD achieves this goal by using the
concept of VSF as follows:
The sensors in GBD are classified into two types:
gradient boundary sensors (GB sensors) and internal
sensors. A sensor u is called a GB sensor if there exists a
Gabriel neighbor v of u with gradðuÞ 6¼ gradðvÞ, where
gradðuÞ denotes the gradient region in which u is located. In
other words, two neighbor nodes v and u are GB sensors if
they are Gabriel neighbors of each other and they are in
different gradient regions. Then, euv is called a crossing edge.
A sensor that is not a GB sensor is called an internal sensor.
Fig. 5a shows the GG of a sensor network and only the
sensors in R1 and R2 are shown. In the figure, the dotted
lines denote crossing edges and the solid lines denote edges
other than crossing edges. In Fig. 5a, nodes u, v, y, and z are
GB sensors. Nodes w, x, z5 , and z6 are internal sensors.
VSF of a GB. In a planar graph, for any two faces that share
some edges, if one of the shared edges is ignored, the two

If we repeatedly merge all faces that intersect with B1 (the
GB of R1 ) by ignoring the crossing edges, eventually we
find a unique face containing B1 . This face is called the VSF
of B1 . The result of the face merging process is shown in
Fig. 5b in which face F1 (light gray region) is the VSF of B1 .
F1 is bounded by two disconnected edge sequences: One is
the chain with solid dots and the other is the chain with
hollow dots. To traverse a VFS, a node determines its next
visited node by using the way discussed in Section 3.3,
except that the node ignores all of its crossing edges. After
the sink obtains the sensed values of all sensors located on
the VSFs (the two chains), it approximates B1 by a simple
geometric computation.
The node on the VSF boundary is called a VSF sensor. Two
Gabriel neighbor nodes on the same VSF boundary are called
VSF neighbors of each other. As shown in Fig. 5a, v and w are
VSF sensors, and w and x are VSF neighbors. GB sensors are
VSF sensors, but VSF sensors in the same gradient region are
not necessarily GB sensors. For example, in Fig. 5a, w and x are
VSF sensors but not GB sensors.

4

DISTRIBUTED GBD ALGORITHM

Based on the idea of VSF, we design the GBD algorithm for
time series snapshot construction. GBD consists of three
components as follows:
.

.

.

Time series snapshots and historical queries. Since
the purpose of GBD is to store long-term time series
snapshots for the monitored area, the time interval
between successive snapshots is expected to impact
the accuracy of query responses. In addition, queries
may not ask for historical data concerning the exact
time of maintained snapshots and, therefore, there
should be a way to answer queries pointing to any
given time.
VSF traversal. All nodes run an algorithm to select
starting nodes from which VSF traversing is initialized. When a message traverses a VSF, some
information on the visited VSF nodes is collected
in the messages.
Data collection. During the VSF traversal, for each VSF
node u, if u detects that a data collection condition
holds, then u transmits the GB data to the sink.

4.1 Time Series Snapshots and Historical Queries
GBD divides time into a sequence of predetermined time
interval t and periodically constructs a snapshot for the
monitored area at time kt for k > 0. For a historical query
related to the value distribution at an arbitrary time t0
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satisfying kt < t0 < ðk þ 1Þt, the sink cannot directly
answer the query since it does not store the snapshot at
time t0 . Instead, the sink computes the value distribution by
a linear combination of the snapshots at kt and ðk þ 1Þt
as follows: Let gridtk ½w½w and gridtðkþ1Þ ½w½w denote the
snapshots at time kt and ðk þ 1Þt, respectively. The
snapshot gridt0 ½w½w at time t0 can be computed as follows:
81  i; j  w : gridt0 ½i½j
¼ gridtk ½i½j

ðk þ 1Þt  t0
t0  kt
:
þ gridtðkþ1Þ ½i½j
t
t

ð3Þ

The time interval cannot be too large or too small. Since
the purpose of GBD is to maintain long-term time series
snapshots for a monitored area, it is better to choose an
hourly-based time interval, that is, one snapshot per one or
two hours. If the time interval is too small, the current
snapshot may be very similar to the previous snapshot,
resulting in redundant data transmissions. If the time
interval is too large, it is difficult to compute an accurate
estimation of the value distribution at a time between two
consecutive snapshots. The determination of time interval is
a design parameter and depends on applications.

4.2 VSF Traversal
Let UDGðV Þ represent a network with node set V and
GG ðV Þ denote the GG of V . In GBD, each node u in V
maintains the following local information:
Node u knows its own geographic location and the
geographic locations of all neighbor nodes in
NUDG ðuÞ. From NUDG ðuÞ, u can compute its Gabriel
neighbor set NGG ðuÞ [5] without data transmissions.
In addition, u knows all temperature readings of
nodes in NUDG ðuÞ.
. Node u knows the gradient information GDm ¼
f½T1 ; T2 Þ; ½T2 ; T3 Þ; . . . ; ½Tm ; Tmþ1 Þg specified by the
sink. Many existing techniques [19], [20] can be
used to distribute GDm . GDm distribution is only
performed if GDm varies.
. Node u knows the sink location and a routing path
from u to the sink. This information can be obtained
during GDm flooding, as demonstrated in [3].
. The sink maintains the location-ID pairs of all
sensors in the network, which can be collected while
initializing the deployed network.
VSF traversing needs to handle two cases: 1) Some nodes
must be selected to start VSF traversing and 2) each node
involved in VSF traversing must be able to determine
whether VSF traversing is terminated.
.

4.2.1 Starting Node Selection of VSF Traversal
For each VSF in GBD, a VSF message is used to traverse the
VSF to collect data from the traversed VSF nodes. This
process increases the message size after visiting each VSF
node. When the message size exceeds the maximum packet
size, the message will be forwarded to the sink and a new
empty traversal message will continue the face traversal.
According to this feature, it is better to select starting nodes
of VSF, which has the longest euclidian distance to the sink
among its VSF neighbors. As the example in Fig. 6
illustrates, the sink is located at the top-right corner. If v4
is selected as a starting node, one traversal message will

Fig. 6. Example of VSF traversal.

visit nodes v4 ! v3 ! v2 ! v1 ! u. This message becomes
longer after visiting a new node and the node holding the
message is farther from the sink, resulting in more energy
being consumed to forward this large message over a long
path. If we can choose node u as a starting node, the visiting
node sequence is u ! v1 ! v2 ! v3 ! . . . , which puts the
message closer to the sink after each traversal. Hence, we
try to choose nodes with longer distances to the sink as
starting nodes for each VSF.
Based on locally stored information, each node u can
determine if it is a GB node and only GB nodes participate
in the process to select starting nodes. To avoid all of the
GB nodes being selected and to choose nodes with longer
distance to the sink as starting nodes, each GB node starts its
face traversal at a different time. The longer the distance to
the sink, the earlier a GB node starts its face traversal. The
starting time is computed as tstart ¼ tp ðds =rs Þ, where tp
denotes the time to send one packet with the maximum size,
ds is the distance from the node to the sink, and rs is the
transmission radius. The reader may note that tstart does not
mean the node transmitting its packet at time tstart . Instead,
the node starts its transmission process at tstart . For example,
in the contention-based protocol CSMA/CD, the node
obtains a time slot for its transmission at tstart þ cts , where
cts is a random back off delay and ts is the used time slot.
If a GB node u receives a face traversal message before u
starts its own face traversal, u forwards the traversal message
to the next node and cancels its own face traversal. The
starting node selection process is presented as Algorithm 1.

When node u is selected as a starting node, u starts VSF
traversing in two directions by using the approach discussed in Section 3.3. During VSF traversing, each traversed
node u determines its next traversed node by ignoring all of
the crossing edges of u.
VSF traversing uses a traversing message in the form of
MSGðIDs ; travð. . .Þ; dataÞ, where IDs is the ID of the starting
node, travð. . .Þ is the traversing method defined in Section 3.3,
and the data field is used for data collection to be discussed in
Sections 4.2 and 5.1. In the example shown in Fig. 6, if u is
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selected as a starting node, u sends a message MSGðIDu ;
travðu; ðv1 ; RightÞ; ðw1 ; LeftÞÞ; datau Þ to nodes v1 and w1 .
When v1 receives this message, v1 knows itself to be a VSF
node. Then, v1 modifies the message to MSGðIDu ; trav
ðv1 ; ðv2 ; RightÞÞ; datav1 Þ and sends the message to v2 . Similarly, v2 sends MSGðIDu ; travðv2 ; ðv3 ; RightÞÞ; datav2 Þ to v3 ,
and so on. Thus, all VSF nodes are traversed.

4.2.2 Termination of VSF Traversal
To avoid unnecessary traversing on a VSF, we define a
termination condition for a VSF node to decide whether the
received traversing message can be discarded. The termination condition is stated as follows: Since each starting node
performs traversing in two directions, intermediate VSF
nodes may receive more than one traversing messages. For
two VSF neighbors, u and v, receiving two traversing
messages with different traversal rules, if the message
received by u will traverse v next and the message received
by v will traverse u next, these two messages are discarded
by u or v depending on which node transmits its message
first. If u transmits its message to v first, then v discards both
of the messages. If v transmits first, then u discards both of
the messages.
4.3 Data Collection of GBD
In the data collection phase, the IDs and the temperature
readings of the sensors related to the VSF traversal are
transmitted to the sink for snapshot construction. There are
two ways of selecting transmitted data. The first approach is
that, in the VSF traversal, each node simply transmits its
own reading to the next traversed node. When some nodes
collect enough data from previously traversed nodes (such
as the data exceeding the maximum packet size), these
nodes transmit the data with the locations of the data to the
sink. This method works well to construct snapshots aiming
to minimize BERR . In the second approach, since the sensors
with extreme values in the vicinity of traversed sensors
have a greater impact on the accuracy of MERR than other
sensors, the traversed VSF nodes forward the information
of its neighbors with the highest and lowest values to the
sink. When the sink receives all the GB data within a time
interval, the sink uses these data to recover the snapshot of
the monitored region. The snapshot recovery process is
discussed in Section 5.
However, in the second approach discussed above, the
data received by the sink from the VSF nodes are
redundant. This is because a GG is derived from a
UDG graph by removing edges between non-Gabriel
neighbors. According to the definition of GG, the longer
edges in UDG have higher probabilities to be removed. In
VSF traversing, messages are solely sent to Gabriel
neighbors, indicating that each traversal passes the message
to the next VSF node over a short distance. Two successive
traversed nodes within a short distance may report
redundant data, which results in additional transmissions.
Hence, we use a skipping technique to reduce the transmission cost of sending redundant data to the sink as follows:
Skipping traversal is applied when three or more
successively traversed VSF nodes are located within the
transmission range of the first node. Assume that nodes u,
v, and w are three traversed VSF nodes in sequence. First, u
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sends a traversing message to v and also forwards the
information of u’s two neighbor nodes with extreme values
to the sink. When v receives the traversing message, v sends
the traversing message to w and uses a skipping algorithm
to decide whether or not to forward the information of v’s
two neighbor nodes with extreme values to the sink. The
skipping algorithm is given in Algorithm 2.

In the skipping algorithm, v can determine whether u
and w are neighbors of each other by computing their
distance. If u and w are not neighbors of each other, v
forwards the information of v’s two neighbor nodes with
extreme values to the sink. Otherwise, v does not forward
the information and we say that v has been skipped.

4.4 VSF Representation in Discrete Grid Structure
Theoretically, we construct a snapshot by using continuous
VSFs in a 2D real plane, so the construction will always
succeed in this situation. Since it is difficult to represent
VSFs in a continuous manner, a discrete grid structure
discussed in Section 3.2 is deployed to represent these VSFs.
In this case, the selection of the discrete grid structure has a
significant impact on the construction of continuous VSFs. If
the number of grids in a region is low, the VSF cannot be
correctly recovered. On the other hand, if the number of
grids is very high, the grid structure will have a heavy
computation cost and requires a large amount of memory.
Hence, there is a trade-off between the accuracy of the
construction and the maintenance cost.
For practical deployment of GBD, we can determine the
grid size with respect to the region size as follows: Assume
that a monitored region is a W  W square area. The
monitored region is partitioned into a w  w grid structure
in which each grid is a square with width (height) rg . Let rs
denote the transmission radius of a node. Then, we can
determine the grid size rg as follows:
First, as the simulation studies show (Sections 5 and 6), if
the transmission radius rs is more than 10 times the width
rg of a grid, the constructed VSF has a considerably high
accuracy. For the same test configurations, further increase
of the ratio ðrs =rg ¼ 10Þ does not change the results
significantly. For a ratio rs =rg less than 10, the smaller the
ratio is, the lower the probability of successfully constructing the VSF.
Second, for each practical application, the monitored
region ðW  W Þ and the transmission radius rs of a node
are fixed. The ratio  ¼ W =rs approximately indicates the
width of the deployed network in terms of hop counts. This
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ratio is unchangeable due to the requirement of the
application.
Hence, in practical applications, it is better to choose the
grid size rg such that rg  W =ð10Þ, where W and  are two
fixed parameters of an application. For rg > W =ð10Þ, the
constructed VSF may be distorted. Meanwhile, for a known
rg , we can compute w ¼ W =rg .

5

SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

We design a network simulator to evaluate the performance
of the GBD algorithm. We define the simulation environment in this section and evaluate the performance of GBD
by comparing with the DC algorithm [11] in Section 6. The
simulation environment consists of two parts: the network
model and the model of test regions (value distribution of a
monitored region).

5.1 Network Model
We randomly deploy 2,000 homogenous sensors on a 200 
200 grid with a transmission radius rs ¼ 10. Each sensor has
a unique ID. The sink is placed at one corner of the region.
Two nodes communicate with each other by using media
access control (MAC) layer packets. For each packet, we
adopt an IEEE 802.11a as the MAC layer standard with
modification of packet length. IEEE 802.11a specifies a
packet with a 34-octet header and up to 2,312-octet data
field. Due to the fact that retransmission of long packets
over unreliable wireless channels is high, the maximum
length of a packet in the paper is limited to 128 octets.
Sensor IDs and real-valued temperatures are represented
by two octets each. Since the only useful part of a packet at
the sink is the data field, packet merging is performed by
both GBD and DC, that is, the sensors near the sink wait a
certain period of time to collect all data from distant
sensors, merge all data to a small number of packets, and
forward the merged data packets to the sink.
5.2 Test Region of Simulation Study
We adopt two environment models to generate the value
distribution of an area in simulation. The first model uses a
diffusion process to generate complex test environments to
evaluate performance (MERR and BERR ). In this model, we
do not simulate the changes of the test regions over time,
that is, there is no temporal relationship between any two
test regions. The second model generates a simple dynamic
environment. In this model, a sequence of test regions is
generated in a temporal order to simulate changes of value
distributions over time. This model is used to evaluate
performance of GBD in terms of BERR in a dynamic
environment.
5.2.1 Diffusion Process Model
We adopt a diffusion process to simulate the value distribution in a test region. In the diffusion process, a test region
(network region) is partitioned into a grid structure with
w  w resolution. We randomly select m1 number of cells in
the grid structure as the sources. Each source is assigned a
random value within a range converted to a gray level such
that the value distribution can be represented by an image.
For each nonsource cell, its value is initialized to a fixed
value. Fig. 7a shows the source cells (tiny dark or white

Fig. 7. Simulated value distribution of the monitored region. (a) An area
with 150 sources. (b) After diffusion. (c) After softening. (d) Shown with
gradient.

points) in a network region. In a diffusion step, the value of
each nonsource cell is upgraded to the mean value of its
four nearest neighbor cells. All sources retain their original
values. The diffusion step repeats a large number of times,
say, 1,500, to generate an image (Fig. 7b).
The image in Fig. 7b may be too sharp to reflect the
actual value distribution in a real scenario, so a softening
step is used in which m2 number of cells are randomly
selected from the image as the sources and the original
sources are discarded. Then, the diffusion step repeats to
generate the final image (Fig. 7c). Fig. 7d shows the gradient
boundaries of Fig. 7c by setting Tk  Tkþ1 ¼ 50.
In simulation, each test region is a fixed square region
partitioned into a 200  200 unit square cells. A certain
number of sources are chosen from the grid structure and
each source is assigned to a randomly generated real number
in [0, 255] to denote its temperature. In real applications, the
range [0, 255] can be projected to any temperature ranges such
as ½20:5 C; 30:5 C on a summer day. The temperature of a
nonsource cell is initialized to the mean value of all sources.
Diffusion and soften steps are performed 1,500 times to
generate a test region. The number of sources m1 measures
the complexity of a test region. In simulations, m1 is taken
from a list [50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300].
In GBD, the sink uses the collected data to recover the
snapshot of the monitored region by using a diffusion
process as follows: From the collected data, the sink
converts each pair of ðIDvi ; Tvi Þ to ðXYvi ; Tvi Þ, where XYvi
is the x and y coordinates of a sensor vi . If a cell contains a
sensor vi , the cell is a source with temperature Tvi . For each
nonsource cell, its temperature is initialized to the mean
value of all sources. Next, the diffusion step is repeated
until the snapshot reaches a stable state, that is, the
difference between two successive snapshots is lower than
a threshold value.

5.2.2 Simple Dynamic Environment Model
In this model, we consider the temperature distribution in a
200  200 test region located at a cone-shaped hill with the
apex at the center of the region. In general, when a
subregion in the cone has a smaller height, its temperature
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Fig. 8. The changes of temperature distribution of the monitored region
over time. (a) The temperature distribution at 8:00 am. (b) The
distribution at 10:00 am. (c) The distribution at 12:00 am.

is higher too. In this model, the temperature of a point in the
test region is inversely proportional to its height. This
feature is illustrated in Fig. 8, where the darker area
indicates higher height and lower temperature in the area.
GBD is designed for long-term snapshot construction
and collects data on an hourly basis. To model the
temperature changes over time, we consider a typical day
from 8:00 am to 1:00 pm and construct one snapshot per
hour. For simplicity and without loss of generality, we
assume that each point in the test region increases by 1 C
per hour. Hence, from 8:00 am to 1:00 pm, each point
increases by 6 C. Fig. 8 shows three temperature distributions at 8:00 am, 10:00 am, and 12:00 pm. From the figure,
we can observe that the gradient regions change over time.
Even though this model is simple, it captures most of the
characteristics when the temperature distribution changes
over time in a typical day. We use this simple dynamic
model because it requires less computation power for the
simulation compared to the diffusion model.

6

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

AND

DISCUSSION

Based on the simulation environment discussed in Section 5,
we show properties of the GBD algorithm and compare its
performance with the DC algorithm [11].

6.1

Experiment Results in the Diffusion
Process Model
6.1.1 Properties of GBD
In GBD, the VSF nodes send their related data to the sink for
snapshot construction. Without using GBD, a simple
solution is that all normal boundary (NB) nodes report their
data. Here, an NB node u is defined as a node with at least
one neighbor that is not in the same gradient region as u.
However, two reasons prohibit the use of this method.
First, since GB may not enclose the outer boundary of the
network graph, it is possible that a part of a network region
is not monitored. As shown in Fig. 9, even though NB nodes
can detect the gradient boundaries (dotted curves), no NB
nodes are located at the part of the border of the monitored
regions, resulting in no sensor in the subregions close to the
border-reporting data. If these uncovered subregions are
large, the recovered snapshots have low accuracy. In
addition, it is difficult to determine which node is a border
node in a randomly deployed sensor network. Simply using
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Fig. 9. Gradient boundaries (dotted curves) of the monitored region with
Tkþ1  Tk ¼ 50 for all possible integers k.

the distance from a node to the border to determine the
border nodes results in either too many or too few nodes
being selected as border nodes.
Second, since sensors are densely deployed, the number
of NB nodes is much larger than the VSF nodes and the data
collected by all of the NB sensors in the vicinity are
redundant. Fig. 10 shows NB nodes and VSF nodes in a
simple test region. Hence, VSF traversing is used to reduce
the total number of nodes reporting data to the sink.
By using test regions generated by the diffusion process,
Fig. 11 plots different types of nodes by using simulation.
The labels of curves denote the gradient interval
GL ¼ ðTkþ1  Tk Þ. For example, in Fig. 11a, for a test region
with 100 sources and GL ¼ 20, the total number of NB
nodes is 1,621. In Fig. 11, we make the following
observations:
In Fig. 11a, it can be observed that the total number of
NB nodes increases with the increase in the number of
sources in the monitored regions. This is because a larger
number of sources result in more nodes located on the
gradient boundaries. It is obvious that the number of
gradient regions is smaller if the gradient interval is larger.
Hence, the total number of NB nodes decreases with an
increase in the gradient interval GL. Fig. 11b depicts that the
total number of GB nodes is an increasing function of the
number of sources. Intuitively, the more complex a
monitored region is, the longer the GB and the larger the
number of GB nodes. Fig. 11c shows the total number of
traversed VSF nodes that are not GB nodes. This number

Fig. 10. The boundary nodes for a GB (dark circle). (a) Small dark dots
are NB nodes. (b) Small dark dots are GB nodes. The number of NB
nodes is much larger than the number of GB nodes.
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Fig. 12. MERR and related cost of the GBD algorithm. (a) MERR of GBD
for networks with 2,000 nodes. (b) Total transmission cost C of GBD to
achieve MERR specified in (a).

Fig. 11. Numbers of different types of nodes for networks with
2,000 nodes in the GBD algorithm. (a) Total number of NB nodes.
(b) Total number of GB nodes. (c) Total number of VSF but not GB
nodes.

also indicates the number of nodes located on the border of
the monitored region, but not located on any gradient
boundaries. When the number of sources increases, the
portion of the border of the monitored region not covered
by gradient boundaries decreases. Hence, the number of the
VSF but not GB nodes is a decreasing function of the
number of sources, as shown in Fig. 11c. The reported data
from these nodes help to draw the boundary of a recovered
snapshot with higher accuracy.
We also observed in Figs. 11a and 11b that VSF traversal
reduces the total number of NB nodes reporting data to the
sink by 40-50 percent. Hence, VSF traversal not only
reduces the transmissions of redundant data, but also
detects the value distribution on the border of a monitored
region.

6.1.2 Comparison of Transmission Cost of GBD and DC
We use the total number of transmitted octets, denoted by
C, to measure the efficiency of the algorithms. Then, we
compute MERR and BERR for the original value distribution
and the recovered snapshot. Since GBD and DC have
different transmission costs, we do not directly compute
MERR and BERR of the two approaches. Rather, we run
GBD with varied parameters and generate MERR and BERR

with the associated cost C. Then, we find C of DC, which
generates the same MERR and BERR of GBD. Finally, we
compare the costs of GBD and DC. Each data point in all of
the figures in this section is the average of 10 sample runs.
Comparison results for MERR . Fig. 12 shows the MERR
of the recovered snapshots and the total costs for test
regions with varied number of sources by using GBD. In
Fig. 12, the labels of curves denote the gradient interval
GL ¼ ðTkþ1  Tk Þ. For example, in Fig. 12a, for a test region
with 100 sources and GL ¼ 20, the recovered snapshot has
MERR ¼ 1:96. In Fig. 12b, we can find that the total cost C
related to MERR ¼ 1:96 is 248,000 octets.
To achieve the same MERR for the same test field, we list
the transmission cost C of DC in Fig. 13. To give a clear view
of comparison, we also list the costs of GBD in the same
figure. For example in Fig. 13a, for the curve labeled with
DC  GL ¼ 20 and a test region with 100 sources, we can
find C ¼ 365; 000, which gives the total transmission cost of
DC to achieve the MERR ¼ 1:96 found in Fig. 12a. To achieve
the same MERR ¼ 1:96, GBD transmits 248,000 octets in total
(the curve labeled with GBD-GL-20 in Fig. 13a).
According to Fig. 13, we observed that GBD saves up to
50 percent of the total cost of DC to construct snapshots
with the same MERR for the same test regions. This
performance gain can be analyzed as follows:
Both GBD and DC have an initialization phase and a data
collection phase for each snapshot construction. In the former
phase, GBD and DC build their structures (VSF for GBD
and representative nodes for DC). In the latter phase, GBD
and DC use the built structures to send data to the sink. In
addition, VSF traversal in GBD occurs in this phase.
In the initialization phase of GBD, all sensors broadcast
their sensed data once for the first snapshot construction.
For the successive snapshot constructions, only sensors that
change their gradient regions broadcast their sensed data
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Fig. 14. BERR of GBD with the cost C given in Fig. 12b.

Fig. 13. Total transmission costs of GBD and DC to achieve the MERR
level specified in Fig. 12a. (a) Total transmission cost C for GL ¼ 20 and
30. (b) Total transmission cost C for GL ¼ 40 and 50.

once in the initialization phase. Similarly, in the initialization phase of DC, all sensors send a maximum of six
messages to select representative nodes to construct the first
snapshot. In later snapshot constructions, sensors changing
their gradient regions broadcast their values and all sensors
affected by these changes participate in the new representative node selection process in the initialization phase.
Let C1 denote the cost of the initialization phase and let
C2 denote the cost of the data collection phase. We have
C ¼ C1 þ C2 . We observed (details not shown in the paper)
that the data collection cost C2 of GBD is approximately
10 percent more than C2 of DC. Combining this observation
with the total costs shown in Fig. 13, we conclude that the
initialization cost C1 of GBD is much smaller than C1 of DC.
Obviously, in the initialization phase, GBD has different
costs in the first and the later snapshot constructions. The
similar result holds for DC too. The results in Fig. 13 only
show the performance gain of GBD for the first snapshot
construction. One may argue that the performance gain of
GBD may not be achieved in the later snapshot constructions. However, the performance gain almost holds in
successive snapshot constructions and the reason is as
follows: Since GBD is designed for long-term environmental
monitoring, the time interval between two successive
snapshots is hourly-based. In reality, temperature values
change significantly after a long, say, one or two hours time
interval. As a consequence, a large number of sensors
change their gradient regions. These changed sensors cause
almost all sensors in DC to participate in the selection
process of representative nodes, which leads to a similar
initialization cost as the one in the first snapshot construction. This discussion is verified in the experimental studies
shown in Section 6.2 under the dynamic environment.
Comparison results for BERR . In this set of experiments,
we compare GBD and DC by considering the cost C to achieve
a certain level of BERR . Fig. 14 plots BERR of recovered

snapshots of GBD and its associated cost C has been given in
Fig. 12b. In Fig. 14, the labels of curves denote the gradient
interval GL ¼ ðTkþ1  Tk Þ. For example, in Fig. 14, for a test
region with 100 sources and GL ¼ 20, the recovered snapshot
has BERR ¼ 0:1. Then, in Fig. 12b, we can find that the total
cost C related to BERR ¼ 0:1 is 248,000 octets.
Fig. 15 plots the cost C of DC and GBD for achieving the
same BERR levels specified in Fig. 14. In Fig. 15, we
observed that GBD saves up to 50 percent of the total cost of
DC to construct snapshots for the same test regions.
As discussed above, both GBD and DC have the initialization cost C1 and the data collection cost C2 . To achieve the
same BERR levels, we observed (from the experimental results
not shown here) that the data collection cost C2 of GBD is
approximately 5-10 percent higher than the cost of DC for a
small gradient interval ðGL ¼ 20Þ, and GBD saves 1040 percent of the data collection cost of DC for a large gradient
interval (GL ¼ 30, 40, and 50). Therefore, in boundary
detection applications, both the initialization process and
the data collection process of GBD contribute to the
performance gain of GBD compared with DC.
We also find that, in the initialization phase, the cluster
construction (representative node selection) cost for DC can

Fig. 15. Total transmission costs of GBD and DC to achieve the BERR
level specified in Fig. 14. (a) Total transmission cost C for GL ¼ 20 and
30. (b) Total transmission cost C for GL ¼ 40 and 50.
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TABLE 1
Costs and BERR for GBD and DC in Networks with 2,000 Nodes

Fig. 16. Applying GBD for BERR only. (a) Detected GB (circle). (b) GB
bounded by two VSFs (inner curve and outer curve of the circle).
(c) Detected GB.

be higher than the data collection cost in the worst case.
This worst case occurs when the value distribution of most
subregions changes dramatically such that the environmental change exceeds the prespecified gradient interval. In
this case, most of the representative nodes are voted again.
However, many applications supporting historical queries
operate on this worst-case scenario. This is because the sink
collects/samples snapshot data on an hourly basis, resulting in the temperature distribution changing significantly
between two successive snapshots. On the other hand, GBD
has no such initialization cost except nodes changing their
gradient regions reporting their values once before each
construction. This reporting cost in the initialization phase
is local and small compared to the data collection cost of
GBD. The experimental results in Section 6.2 support this
observation in a dynamic network model. Hence, the
overall performance of GBD is superior to DC. According
to the simulation results, GBD can save up to 50 percent of
the total cost of DC to construct a snapshot with the same
MERR and BERR under the environment models generated
by the diffusion process.

6.2 Experimental Results in Simple Dynamic Model
In Section 6.1, we applied GBD to reduce MERR and BERR .
In addition, GBD is applied to fulfill the features of test
regions generated by the diffusion process. More specifically, each VSF node reports the highest and lowest values
of its neighbor nodes to the sink. The sink uses these values
to recover the snapshots based on the diffusion process. If
we only focus on minimizing BERR , which is the primary
goal of GBD, there is a more efficient solution as follows:
Fig. 16a shows a circular GB. By using GBD, two VSFs are
constructed inside and outside the circular GB (Fig. 16b). The
VSF nodes report their values to the sink. Based on the
received data, the sink draws the VSF in the recovered grid.
More specifically, for any two VSF neighbors, the sink draws a
line between the two neighbors and assigns values to all
points on the line based on the temperature of the two end
nodes of the line. After drawing the VSF, for any point p in the
test region but not located on the VSF, p sets its temperature to
the value of a point located at the boundary of VSF with the
shortest distance to p. Fig. 16c shows the recovered GB by
using this method. Even though the recovered temperature
distribution inside the gradient region significantly differs
from the original distribution in terms of MERR , we obtain a
very close estimation of the GB in terms of the BERR .
By using the preceding method and the dynamic
environment model with six temporally ordered snapshots
(Section 5.2.2), we compare GBD and DC and show the
results in Table 1. In the experiment, the gradient interval is

configured to be 25 (gray level in the image). This interval
can be easily mapped to any real temperature setting.
According to the results shown in Table 1, we have the
following observations: First, in most of the cases, GBD
constructs snapshots with much lower BERR than DC.
Second, the initialization costs of DC for the snapshot at
8:00 am is slightly higher than the initialization cost of the
later snapshots. This is because, for any two successive
snapshots, approximately 1/3 of the sensors change their
gradient regions in the latter snapshot and these sensors lead
more nodes in their vicinities to update their representing
lists. Therefore, the majority of the sensors participate in the
selection process of representative nodes, resulting in similar
initialization costs in all snapshot construction. This observation corroborated our discussion in Section 6.1.2 and shows
that the simulation results obtained in Section 6.1.2 not only
hold for the first snapshot construction, but also approximately hold for all later snapshot constructions. Third, the
data collection cost of GBD is slightly higher than the
collection cost of DC, which is similar to the observation
obtained in Section 6.1.2. Finally, the total cost of DC is almost
twice the total cost of GBD. Hence, the experimental results
show that GBD outperforms DC in the dynamic environment
for large gradient intervals.

6.3 Load Balancing
One question not addressed for GBD is the load-balancing
problem. In DC, representative nodes consume much more
energy than normal nodes. DC achieves load balancing by
preventing nodes with low energy levels from becoming
representative nodes. More specifically, a node in DC with a
low energy level will not respond to the received construction message of the representative node.
In GBD, comparing with other non-VSF nodes, VSF nodes
of all gradient boundaries are responsible for traversing VSFs
and collecting data for the sink. Hence, VSF nodes have much
higher energy consumption than other nodes. However, the
load-balancing problem can be easily solved in GBD under
two scenarios as follows:
First, in many situations, GBD does not have a loadbalancing problem at all since, in real applications, the
changes of temperature distributions in a monitored area
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TABLE 2
Statistics for the Number of VSF Messages Sent by Sensors
during the Six Snapshot Constructions

TX denotes transmission.

automatically balance the load. Considering the temporal
snapshots in Fig. 8, we observe that the gradient boundaries
change significantly over time. The boundary change causes
that different sets of sensors form the VSFs of the same
gradient range at different time, which results in load
balancing for all sensors. From the same simulation
associated with Table 1, under the dynamic environment
model, we list the statistics of the total number of messages
sent by all sensors during the VSF traversal in Table 2. In
Table 2, we can find that 829 VSF nodes sent one VSF
message, 432 VSF nodes sent two messages, and 131 nodes
sent three messages. Only 11 nodes sent more than six
messages and 80 nodes (less than 5 percent of the total
nodes) sent more than four messages. For long-term
operations, load balancing is not a problem in this type of
scenario such as outdoor temperature monitoring.
In the second scenario, we assume that the changes of
value distributions for a monitored area cannot automatically balance the loads for all sensors in GBD. In this
case, GBD needs to balance the load by modifying itself.
GBD can easily achieve load balancing by adjusting the
initial value of gradient configuration at different time.
For example, assume that, initially, we use four levels of
gradient GD4 ¼ fð10; 20Þ; ð20; 30Þ; ð30; 40Þ; ð40; 50Þg with
gradient interval GL ¼ 10. After n number of snapshot
constructions, the sink can issue a new query with GD5 ¼
fð5; 15Þ; ð15; 25Þ; ð25; 35Þ; ð35; 45Þ; ð45; 55Þg to all sensors.
Since GL is not changed in the new query ðGL ¼ 10Þ,
the recovered snapshots will retain its accuracy (same
MERR and BERR ). However, since the new configuration
changes the gradient boundaries, the overloaded VSF
nodes in the old configuration become non-VSF nodes,
resulting in a balanced load for all nodes in long-term
operations. If we choose a relatively large n, the cost
incurred in new query dissemination can be ignored. On
the other hand, the sink can also add a tunable parameter
of GD in the old query, which triggers all sensors to
automatically change their GD after n snapshot constructions. In this way, the new query dissemination cost is
removed.

7

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we propose a GBD algorithm for time series
snapshot construction to support historical queries for
sensor networks. In GBD, a monitored region is partitioned
into a set of gradient regions based on the value distribution
and all sensor readings in each region are in the same
predefined gradient range. GBD employs the concept of
VSF to approximate the boundaries of gradient regions and
constructs snapshots of the monitored region by traversing
all the VSFs. GBD is designed to minimize BERR and MERR
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and reduce the total transmission cost in constructing
snapshots with a given accuracy level.
We compare the performance of GBD with the DC
algorithm. According to the experimental results, for applications focusing on minimizing the MERR , GBD has a similar
transmission cost of DC in the data collection phase. For
applications sensitive to the BERR , in the data collection
phase, GBD has a similar transmission cost as DC for small
gradient interval and saves 10-40 percent of the transmission
cost of DC for large gradient intervals. However, for both
applications, the initialization cost of GBD is significantly less
than the cluster construction and maintenance cost related to
DC. Therefore, GBD can reduce up to 50 percent of the overall
cost of DC to construct a snapshot with a given accuracy level
for both the MERR and the BERR .
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